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Reinhart Shareholders Klein and Tomczyk Named
2018 "Leaders in the Law" by Wisconsin Law Journal
MILWAUKEE – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. is pleased to announce
Shareholders Tracey L. Klein and Deborah C. Tomczyk have been named 2018
"Leaders in the Law" by the Wisconsin Law Journal.

The Leaders in the Law Award recognizes the top Wisconsin attorneys who are
most influential in their practice area among clients and colleagues and have a
strong commitment to their community. This year 23 lawyers from across the
state were selected for the award.

Klein is a shareholder and chair of Reinhart's Health Care Practice. She has served
as primary council to acute care hospitals, multi-provider health care systems,
multi-specialty clinics, managed care companies and health insurance companies
for more than 30 years.

"Through Tracey's high-profile board and civic positions, including
service as a Regent for the University of Wisconsin, her passionate
work for the community, her legal acumen and firm leadership, she
is a role model for all who seek to excel within the practice of the law
and beyond," said Reinhart CEO Jerome M. Janzer.

Tomczyk is a shareholder and chair of Reinhart's Real Estate Practice where she
represents local, regional and national developers, as well as municipalities,
businesses, individuals and business improvement districts. Her specialties
include government relations, zoning, land use, eminent domain, licensing, tax
increment financing and business improvement districts.

"Deborah's proven leadership qualities, legal experience, recognition
by national and international organizations, and her commitments to
the community serve as a testament to not only her abilities as an
excellent lawyer, but also her dedication to upholding the highest
standards of the legal profession," said Reinhart CEO Jerome M.
Janzer.

Klein, Tomczyk and all the 2018 "Leaders in the Law" recipients were honored
during a ceremony February 15.
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These materials provide general information which does not constitute legal or tax advice and should not be relied upon as such. Particular facts or
future developments in the law may affect the topic(s) addressed within these materials. Always consult with a lawyer about your particular
circumstances before acting on any information presented in these materials because it may not be applicable to you or your situation. Providing
these materials to you does not create an attorney/client relationship. You should not provide confidential information to us until Reinhart agrees to
represent you.


